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as one of the most influential pop bands of the '90s, the cocteau twins had the misfortune of being signed to 4ad. it's the definition of bad timing, as the band has been out of print for years. the cocteau twins singles collection is a box set that gathers their singles from 1981 to 1994, and
includes the best and most interesting pieces, whether they be 7-inch, 12-inch, or cd singles. it's got a lot of twin peaks-era cocteau twins stuff, as well as the best stuff from her later projects, like the great elizabeth fraser-led liz fraser, sunset rubdown, and glory box. it's an incredible piece of
work, and it's a must for fans of the band, but also anyone interested in alternative pop. by the early '90s, cocteau twins guitarist robin guthrie and singer elizabeth fraser were on very different paths. guthrie had gone back to college to study art. fraser, meanwhile, was recording her own
music, and had just been nominated for a grammy. when the band's label, 4ad, signed a band called the wolfgang press, they took the opportunity to put fraser and guthrie together to form a backing band. it was a great idea, as it gave the band a chance to work off the same songs, and
bring out the best in each other's talents. this is their debut ep as the wolfgang press, and their only 4ad release, as 4ad had a policy of only signing one act per label. in retrospect, it's a great collection of songs that works better as a set than it does individually, as it captures the ebb and
flow of the band. the latest cocteau twins box set is due out in november - we've got the cover below. all formats include the singles collection, the 10-track ep thistledown (released in 1990), and the 1987 compilation diminuendo. the package also includes the unreleased album from 1989,
thistledown, as well as the swirl it swings ep from 1987 and the swirl it swings 12". this compilation was released to commemorate record store day on saturday, april 23, 2022.
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in 2012, she recorded the vocals for massive attack's greatest album 4, and in 2013, was working with the group on their follow-up, 5. the london post reported that during the recording of 4, fraser took the microphone away from damon reece and told the others "you can't have a section
without me. i think this is good enough." she wrote on facebook after the album's release: it is as if i was back in the cocteau twins, i had been "in the closet" so long that when i finally came out, i was being bombarded by all the things i had missed. the relationship of elizabeth fraser and
cocteau twins co-founder robin guthrie was tumultuous. guthrie hired her to sing on the band's fourth album, 1986's re-lit; a relationship that changed when she married the singer in 1987. guthrie took a back seat, relying on fraser as the band's public face. liz fraser's most popular song,
cocteau twins or otherwise, is probably teardrop, one of three songs she sings on massive attack's 1998 album mezzanine. it is the trip hop group's biggest uk hit, reaching #10, and it went to #1 in iceland, and in the '00s became known as the theme song to tv show house. liz says she

learned of jeff buckley's death while recording it which influenced her lyrics. i'd got letters out and i was thinking about him, fraser told the guardian . the latest in our series of cocteau twins box sets is out today, and includes four discs of singles, demos and rarities including some previously
unheard material. we were given a copy and are reviewing it, which you can do by clicking on the image below or here here. 5ec8ef588b
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